
'New' United Way wants all recipients on same page
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United Way of Central Indiana said today that nonprofits looking for its support will have to focus their efforts

on four vital community needs: education, income, health and basic needs.

And, where possible, the United Way will begin applying measurements to gauge the effectiveness of the

programs it helps fund.

The United Way of Central Indiana, like its sister chapters around the country, has long been a funnel for

charitable giving, a hub for volunteerism, a partner with corporate chieftains and a rainmaker for nonprofits

parched for dollars.

But more than 90 years removed from its Great War-era founding as the community "war chest," the local United Way finds itself trying to fit into an era

when average donors aren't sure why they should give to a charitable middleman and when big business donors want proof their "investments" are

actually making a difference.

RELATED: Eli Lilly's John Lechleiter to chair United Way Worldwide's board (/story/money/2014/05/14/eli-lillys-john-lechleiter-chair-united-way-

worldwides-board/9087931/)

The four new areas of focus are broad enough that most of the 91 agencies now funded by the United Way — from Boys & Girls Clubs to homeless

shelters to senior centers — should be able to find a home.

But officials say it's also clear that charities unwilling or unable to line up with the United Way's focus could find themselves cut off from what, for many,

is a source of up to 35 percent of their budgets.

This, the United Way of Central Indiana says, is "The New U."

"You don't want to just put your money into something and not know what the impact of that investment is going to be; you want to know it's going to

something worthwhile," said Connie Bond Stuart, an executive with PNC Bank and a member of United Way's board. "I think United Way is now going to

be able to provide a report back that shows what progress is being made. And in the process, really start to change the environment of our community

in a positive way."

The nonprofits have two years to figure out how their missions line up with the organization's goals. And United Way President & CEO Ann D. Murtlow

says there will be help available for those that need it to fall in line. But she says the laser-like focus is needed because the landscape has changed

and poverty trends — in Indiana and beyond — aren't moving in the right direction.

"At some point it is going to get away from us — we are not going to be able as a society to turn it around and then we are going to be living in a very

different place ... ," Murtlow said. "If we really align and leverage the infrastructure that we have in a more deliberate way, we can make some incredible

progress."

Nonprofit agencies are facing "The New U" with a mixture of support and nervousness, said Josh Abel, executive director of the Neighborhood Christian

Legal Clinic and chairman of a council that represents leaders of the nonprofits who get United Way support.

Abel said nonprofits have had a tendency to work in isolation and, sometimes, with an isolated impact. Some that haven't tried to measure their

effectiveness may now be forced to do so and adjust.

That, he said, could be good. But change is never easy and some may find the adjustment difficult, even if it serves a larger purpose.

"United Way is sticking its flag in the sand and saying here are the big intractable community problems that have plagued our community for a long

time," Abel said. "As a network of high-performing nonprofit agencies, we need to make sure our agencies align around these big goals."

United Way, which drew nearly $52 million in local support last year, has been evolving in other ways.

It has taken aim at school readiness by partnering with organizations beyond its typical support agencies — including churches — to improve child care

options for the poor. Last year, it hired a legislative lobbyist who made sure the United Way's voice was heard in the passage of new laws on child care

regulations and preschool funding.
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It has been pushing childhood literacy with its support of ReadUP, which put 1,000 volunteers into local schools this year, people who sit and coach

children as they read. It's a program United Way says is closing the achievement gap that poor students have traditionally faced.

It created the 211 Connect2Help phone service to help people find services they need and wants to do more to ensure people who come to a shelter

for a place to sleep or a pantry for food get connected to services that can help them break the cycle of poverty.

The evolution, Murtlow said, will likely mean the United Way spends less time talking about fund raising goals — and its iconic thermometer — and

more time explaining what the money is doing.

As Murtlow puts it: "We want people to know that we are all about the impact."

Call Robert King at (317) 444-6089. Follow him on Twitter at @Rbtking.
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